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At the end of this section, you will be able to: Describe the structure and properties of amine. Distinguish between primary, secondary and tertiary amine. Name and image structures for primary, secondary, and tertiary amines. Amine is an organic derivative of ammonia (NH3). In amines, one or more H atoms in NH3 are replaced with organic groups. The primary amine has one H atom replaced with group
R: Secondary amine has two H atoms replaced with group R: Tertiary amine has all three H atoms replaced with group R: The base of the nitrogen amine atom plays an important role in most chemical compounds. The naming of the Amines Alkyl group connected to nitrogen atoms is named separately and followed by amine. If multiple alkyl groups are the same, then prefixes are used (in or tri), as
illustrated here for some simple examples: Name the following organic compounds: a) (CH3)2NCH2CH3 b) CH3CH2CH2NHCH3 c) CH3 (CH3CH2)NCH2CH2CH3 Solution a) ethyldimethyl bamine b) methylpropylamine c) Self-Test You provide the following viscous amine structure: a) butylamine b) trihexylamine c) methylpentylamine Answer a) CH3CH2CH2CH2NH2 b) (CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2)3N c)
CH3 (CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2)NH compounds containing nitrogen atoms bound in hydrocarbons classified as amines. Amines are a basic functional group. Acid-based reactions occur when amine is mixed with and acidic. The systematic method of naming amines follows a simple procedure: primary amines: SECONDARY AMINES ALKYLamine: ALKYLALKYLamine or tertiary amines diALKYLamine:
ALKYLALKYLALKYLamine or triALKYLamine amine: organic molecules in which nitrogen atoms are bound to one or more alkyl groups To continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Functional class name = alkylamines or alkanamines Substituent suffix = -amine e.g. ethylamine Subfix substituent = amino- e.g. aminoethane
structural units (depending on R, R' and R) Hydrogen bonds can form between a single pair of highly electronegative nitrogen atoms and slightly positive hydrogen atoms in other molecules. Hydrogen bonds are not as efficient in, say, water, because there is a shortage of pairs alone. Some slightly positive hydrogen atoms will not be able to find a single pair to bond hydrogen with. There is twice as much
suitable hydrogen as there is a single pair. The boiling point of the primary amine increases as you increase the length of the chain due to the more dispersion power van der Waals between the larger molecules. Secondary amines For a fair comparison you should compare boiling point dimethylamine with etilamin. They are isoomers to each other - each containing exactly the same amount of the same
atom. Boiling point of secondary amine is slightly lower than primary amine corresponding to the same amount of carbon Secondary amines still form hydrogen bonds, but have nitrogen atoms in the middle of the chain rather than ultimately making permanent polish on molecules slightly less. The lower boiling point is due to the lower polished attraction in dimethylamine compared to ethylamine. Tertiary
amines This time to make a fair comparison you should compare trimethylamine with isomer 1-aminopropane. If you look back at the table further up the page, you will notice that trimethylamine has a much lower boiling point (3.5°C) than 1-aminopropane (48.6°C). In tertiary amine there are no hydrogen atoms attached directly to nitrogen. That means that hydrogen bonds between tertiary amine molecules
are unlikely. That's why boiling points are so much lower. Solubility in small Amina water of all kinds is very soluble in water. In fact, that would normally be found as gas at room temperature usually sold as a solution in water - in the same way as ammonia is usually supplied as an ammonia solution. All amines can form hydrogen bonds with water - even tertiary one. Although tertiary amines do not have
hydrogen atoms attached to nitrogen and so cannot form hydrogen bonds with themselves, they can form hydrogen bonds with water molecules using only a single pair of nitrogen. Solubility falls as the hydrocarbon chain gets longer - it feels so after about 6 carbons. Hydrocarbon chains must force them between water molecules, breaking the hydrogen bond between water molecules. However, they do
not replace it with anything as strong as anything, so the process of forming a solution becomes less and less energetic feasible as the length of the chain grows. The very small smell of amines such as methylamine and the smell of etylamin is very similar to ammonia - although if you compare them side by side, the smell of amine is a little more complex. When the amines get bigger, they tend to smell
more fishy, or they smell decay. If you are familiar with the smell of hawthorn flowers (and the same things smell like cotoneaster flowers), this is the smell of trimethylamine - a sweet and rather sickly smell like the early stages of rotting meat. © Jim Clark 2004 (modified March 2016) AminesBefore goes into the details of naming amines, let's remember in advance what they are and how they are classified.
Amines are derivatives of ammonia (remember NH3 from General Chemistry). Replacing one hydrogen ammonia with the alkyl group forming amine with the common formula R-NH2: Depending on the number of alkyl groups connected to nitrogen, we have primary, secondary, and tertiary amines:Naming common Amines PrimerIn, amines can be named either by systematic or common names. The
naming of amines by nomenclature systematically follows the same rules we discussed earlier for the IUPAC nomenclature rules to apply. This is a brief summary of amine naming 1. Longest carbon identification bound to nitrogen amine. Step 2. Identify substitutions. Step 3. The parent chain number gives amine its lowest searchstep 4. 10 00:00:00,000 --&amp; 00:00:00,000 For example, butane turns
into butan-1-amine, cyclohexane to cyclohexanamine:In a common name, we treat carbon chains as alkyl groups bound to nitrogen atoms. The alkyl group added to the amine sing-off forms one word: Note that when amine is connected to the ring, we begin to discomter from the carbon connected to the NH2 group. This rule always places the NH2 group in C1, therefore, 1 is usually omitted from the name:
When another group is present in the ring, it is numbered clockwise or counterclockwise depending on which direction gives the next substituent a lower number:Let's consider a few more examples that indicate the priority of the amino group over other functional groups such as alkyls , halides, and some bonds. A list of functional group priorities can be found in this post:How to Name Compounds with
Multiple Functional Groups The parent chain is selected in such a way that it is the longest carbon chain containing carbon atoms connected to the NH2 group even if there are longer chains without the NH2 group:Amino groups have a higher priority than the alkyl and halides groups, and therefore, change the parent chain numbering :If the NH2 group is connected to the chiral center, you also need to
include an absolute configuration at the beginning of the name. Also, if there are multiple, E and Z configurations should be addressed when applicable:Naming Compounds Where amino groups are not the Highest PriorityWhen compounds contain functional groups that have a higher priority than amino groups, then it is represented by amino prefixes. For example, if we put alcohol and amine on the
periphery of the carbon chain, alcohol gets priority, therefore it is set with a sing, while amine is given a prefix (such as an alkyl substitute). It also shows that we need to start numbering the carbon chain of the OH group:So, remember the sing and prefix of the amino group; amine and amino respectively. And for alcohol, it is hydroxy and ol. Again, this full list can be found here. Naming Secondary and
Tertiary Amines There are two case scenarios here – all alkyl groups connected to nitrogen are the same and not all alkyl groups are the same. When alkyl groups are identical, they are listed with prefixes in or tri and compounds named after what we have seen in common names. We name them like alkyl amines:If secondary or tertiary amine has more than one type of alkyl group, then it is named as the
primary amine. The parent chain is the longest chain bound to amine, and another group is named as a substitute connected to nitrogen and preceded by N (in italics). This emphasizes that tied to the nitrogen rather than carbon:Note, from the last two examples, that substituents are listed in alphabetical order regardless of whether they are connected to nitrogen or to the parent chain. That is, methyl
groups are registered after Br even though they are connected to nitrogen while Br is in the carbon chain. And, in the last example, the alkyl group sequence comes from nitrogen (ethyl), parent chain (methyl), and nitrogen (propyl) which shows once again that we prioritize them in alphabetical order. Aromatics and Other Common Amines There are many amines that are simply referred to by their common
names. It is mostly used as an organic base and is part of active and essential biological compounds such as amino acids, pain killers containing nitrogen (alkaloids), as well as synthetic drugs. Check also
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